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ABSTRACT

Background: The Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) is widely used but evaluation of its

psychometric properties has produced equivocal results. Little is known about its structure in non-clinical

samples of older people.

Methods: We used data from four cohorts in the HALCyon collaborative research program into healthy aging:

the Caerphilly Prospective Study, the Hertfordshire Ageing Study, the Hertfordshire Cohort Study, and

the Lothian Birth Cohort 1921. We used exploratory factor analysis and confirmatory factor analysis with

multi-group comparisons to establish the structure of the HADS and test for factorial invariance between

samples.

Results: Exploratory factor analysis showed a bi-dimensional structure (anxiety and depression) of the scale in

men and women in each cohort. We tested a hypothesized three-factor model but high correlations between

two of the factors made a two-factor model more psychologically plausible. Multi-group confirmatory factor

analysis revealed that the sizes of the respective item loadings on the two factors were effectively identical in

men and women from the same cohort. There was more variation between cohorts, particularly those from

different parts of the U.K. and in whom the HADS was administered differently. Differences in social-class

distribution accounted for part of this variation.

Conclusions: Scoring the HADS as two subscales of anxiety and depression is appropriate in non-clinical

populations of older men and women. However, there were differences between cohorts in the way that

individual items were linked with the constructs of anxiety and depression, perhaps due to differences in

sociocultural factors and/or in the administration of the scale.

Key words: psychometric properties, rating scales, factor analysis

Introduction

Many rating scales have been developed to assess

the constructs of anxiety and depression, and

they are widely used in clinical settings and in

research. The choice of scale for use in research
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is often arbitrary (Carroll et al., 1973), perhaps

under the assumption that all anxiety scales and

all depression scales are measuring the same mental

states. Yet this assumption is problematic as such

scales vary in the areas of psychopathology that

they cover (Snaith, 1993; Keedwell and Snaith,

1996), so they are not necessarily measuring the

same construct. This variation in scale content

makes direct comparison of findings from studies

using different scales impossible (Snaith, 1993).

It also highlights the importance of understanding

exactly what an individual scale is measuring, and
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confirming that it measures the same constructs in

different samples. This is of special relevance in the

case of scales that were originally devised to assess

anxiety and depression in hospital patients but have

subsequently been used in studies of community-

based samples.

The Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale

(HADS) is a case in point. This 14-item self-report

questionnaire was developed to identify cases of

anxiety and depression in non-psychiatric hospital

clinics (Zigmond and Snaith, 1983). The aim was

to distinguish the constructs of depression and

anxiety, using two subscales each based on seven

items, and to focus on one aspect of depression,

anhedonia, which was considered the most reliable

clinical marker of likely response to antidepressant

drugs (Zigmond and Snaith, 1983; Snaith, 1993).

Zigmond and Snaith suggested that scores of 8–

10 or ≥ 11 out of 28 respectively were indicative

of possible or probable depression or anxiety. The

HADS has been used extensively, primarily but not

exclusively in medical patients.

Evaluation of the psychometric properties of the

HADS has been largely restricted to empirically

based exploratory factor analysis, and the results

have been equivocal: around 50% of studies

have found that the HADS has a bi-dimensional

structure, as assumed by the scale’s authors, but

others have argued that its structure is made up

of one (Razavi et al., 1990), three (Lewis, 1991),

or even four factors (Andersson, 1993). Although

a few studies have carried out exploratory factor

analyses of the HADS in non-clinical samples –

using Norwegian (Mykletun et al., 2001), Dutch

(Spinhoven et al., 1997), and Swedish (Lisspers

et al., 1997) versions of the scale – most such

analyses have been based on small, selected samples

of patients with somatic illnesses (Herrmann, 1997;

Bjelland et al., 2002).

More recently, confirmatory factor analysis of

the HADS in three groups aged 18, 39 and

58 years from a community-based cohort found

that a three-factor model, derived from Clark

and Watson’s tripartite hypothesis of anxiety and

depression (Clark and Watson, 1991), appeared

to underlie the responses to the scale’s items

(Dunbar et al., 2000). According to this hypothesis,

anxiety and depression have distinctive features,

but share characteristics with a third component –

general distress or “negative affectivity”, defined

as “a temperamental sensitivity of negative

stimuli”(Clark et al., 1994). A three-factor structure

to the HADS has subsequently been found in

confirmatory factor analyses of data from clinical

samples (Desmond and MacLachlan, 2005; McCue

et al., 2006; Martin et al., 2008), and in students

(Caci et al., 2003). One reservation concerning the

three-factor model is that some studies find that two

of the latent traits are almost perfectly correlated

(Dunbar et al., 2000; Desmond and MacLachlan,

2005; McCue et al., 2006; Martin et al., 2008).

This would mean that the psychological constructs

represented by the latent traits were the same; any

small deviation from perfect correlation might be

caused by relatively trivial psychometric properties

of the items. However, others find the correlation

between them to be lower (Friedman et al., 2001;

Caci et al., 2003), which means that there is still

an important open question about the number

of psychological constructs being assessed in the

HADS, and whether the number actually differs

between samples. By fitting Dunbar’s three-factor

model to data from multiple samples we aim to

contribute substantially to resolving this issue.

Very little is known about the dimensional

structure of the HADS in non-clinical samples of

older men and women. The scale was originally

developed for use in hospital outpatients aged

16 to 65 and its authors recommended further

research to validate its use in older people (Zigmond

and Snaith, 1983). Only one confirmatory factor

analysis has been carried out of HADS data in

people aged over 65, and that was based on

male veterans with limb amputations and a high

prevalence of psychological distress (Desmond and

MacLachlan, 2005). The only exploratory factor

analysis of HADS in community-based people of

this age was based on the Dutch version of the

scale (Spinhoven et al., 1997). In this latter study,

which included three general population samples

with a combined age range of 18 to 99, and in a

very large Norwegian general population sample

aged 20 to 89 (Stordal et al., 2001) there was

evidence that HADS depression scores tended to

be slightly higher with increasing age. Comparison

of factor structures in both the Dutch (Spinhoven

et al., 1997) and the Norwegian samples (Mykletun

et al., 2001) found no indication that these differed

between age groups, but in a study using the English

version of the scale in general population samples,

relative loadings of symptoms on factors were not

identical in different age groups (Dunbar et al.,

2000). Further exploration of the psychometric

properties of the HADS in non-clinical samples of

older people is needed to clarify the relation between

factor structure and age, and to examine whether

there is factorial invariance across the sexes, and/or

across samples from different areas.

HALCyon – Healthy Ageing across the Life

Course – is a collaborative research program using

data from nine U.K. cohorts to examine how factors

across the life course influence psychological well-

being and other aspects of healthy aging in older

people. Men and women from four of these cohorts,
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two from England, one from Scotland, and one from

Wales, completed the HADS at ages ranging from

65 to 80 years. We used these large samples formally

to compare the dimensional structure of the HADS

both within cohorts (by sex) and between cohorts

by means of exploratory and confirmatory factor

analysis.

Methods

This study uses data from four cohorts: the

Caerphilly Prospective Study, the Hertfordshire

Ageing Study, the Hertfordshire Cohort Study, and

the Lothian Birth Cohort 1921.

The Caerphilly Prospective Study (CaPS)

The Caerphilly Study was set up in 1979 to

study the etiology of heart disease in men

(Caerphilly and Speedwell Collaborative Group,

1984). Subsequently, the scope of the study was

broadened to include stroke, cancer and cognitive

function. In total, 2512 men from Caerphilly and

adjoining villages took part in the initial phase

of the study (response rate 89%). In 2002–4,

1225 men aged 60–83 years took part in the fifth

phase (75% of those invited); 1028 completed the

HADS.

The Hertfordshire Ageing Study (HAS)

From 1911 to 1948 each birth in Hertfordshire was

notified by the attending midwife and the baby’s

birth weight was recorded in centrally held registers.

Singleton infants born to married mothers were

traced and those still living in Hertfordshire who

had been born between 1920 and 1930 were invited

to take part in research into life-course influences

on aging (Syddall et al., 2010). Of 1428 people

invited to participate in 1994–5, 824 (58%) agreed

to a home interview and 717 attended a clinic for

further assessments. In 2003–5, a follow-up study

was carried out when the participants were aged

72–83 years. In total, 359 men and women (60%

of those surviving) were interviewed; 357 (42%

female) completed the HADS.

The Hertfordshire Cohort Study (HCS)

In 1998–2004, people born in Hertfordshire

between 1931 and 1939 and still living in the

county were recruited to a new, larger cohort study

to evaluate interactions between the genome, the

intrauterine and early postnatal environment, and

adult lifestyle in the etiology of chronic disorders

in later life (Syddall et al., 2005). Of 6099 people

approached, 3225 (53%) agreed to be interviewed

at home; 3221 (48% female) completed the

HADS.

The Lothian Birth Cohort 1921 (LBC)

On 1 June 1932, as part of the Scottish Mental

Survey, all children born in 1921 who attended

school in Scotland sat a test of mental ability, a

version of the Moray House Test No. 12. Records

of these tests on the 87,498 children who took part

were preserved. Men and women who were living

in the Edinburgh area and who were born in 1921

were invited in 1999–2001 to take part in a study

of lifecourse influences on cognitive ageing (Deary

et al., 2004). Of 549 people who participated, 547

(58% female) completed the HADS.

Administration of the HADS

In each cohort, the instructions given to participants

were those devised by the scale’s authors (Zigmond

and Snaith, 1983). Participants were asked to

give the response to each statement which “comes

closest to how you have felt in the past week.”

Participants in the two Hertfordshire cohorts

completed the HADS at the end of a home

interview; participants in the Lothian Birth Cohort

and the Caerphilly Prospective Study completed

it during a clinic visit. The HADS was self-

administered in all cohorts. Participants in the

Lothian Birth Cohort had the instructions read out

to them before completing the HADS; participants

in other cohorts were asked to read the instructions.

Statistical analysis

We used ANOVA, t-tests and the χ
2 test to

examine the characteristics of the participants.

We used Cohen’s formula to calculate effect sizes

(d) for the differences in HADS scores between

men and women (Cohen, 1977). Analyzing men

and women from each cohort separately (seven

samples in total, four of men, three of women),

we carried out exploratory principal components

analyses of the HADS items to assess the number of

separable components. We used the term “factors”

in referring to the rotated components. The

number of components extracted was determined

by examination of the scree plots. An oblique

rotation (direct oblimin) was then carried out

to achieve a more readily interpretable factor

structure. We calculated coefficients of congruence

to assess the homogeneity of the factor solution

between samples. Cronbach’s α was used to assess

internal consistency of components.

More rigorous tests of the dimensional structure

of the HADS were then undertaken by means

of confirmatory factor analysis using the MLR

estimator in Mplus version 5.2 (Muthén and
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Muthén, 2007). The MLR estimator provides

robust maximum likelihood estimates for non-

normal data (Yuan and Bentler, 2000). We first

square-root transformed the raw data to counter a

general tendency towards positive skew.

The first aim of the confirmatory factor analysis

was to assess the fit of Dunbar’s three-factor model

of the HADS – consisting of “anxiety” (items 3,

9, 13), “negative affectivity” (items 1, 5, 7, 11)

and “depression” (items 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12,

14) (Dunbar et al., 2000) – to data from each

of the seven samples. We then examined a two-

factor model of “anxiety” and “depression” in each

sample – as intended by the authors of HADS –

based on the results of our exploratory factor

analyses.

The free parameters in the two-factor model were

factor loadings for HADS items 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and

13 onto “anxiety”, factor loadings for items 4, 6,

7, 8, 10, 12, and 14 onto “depression”, intercepts,

residual variances, and the covariance between the

two latent variables. The loading coefficients for

items 1 onto “anxiety” and 2 onto “depression”

were fixed to 1 to set the measurement scale of each

latent variable.

Multi-group confirmatory factor analysis was

conducted to assess the factorial invariance of the

two-factor model. Comparisons between all pairs of

the seven groups were carried out. Each comparison

was a χ
2 difference test between models with

and without equality constraints on corresponding

factor loadings. In the unconstrained model the

intercepts, factor loadings, and residual variances

were free across the two groups, and the factor

means were fixed at zero for both groups so that

the intercepts are also the means. The constrained

model was identical except that corresponding

factor loadings were constrained to be equal

across groups. The logic of this test of factorial

invariance is simply that if there is no significant

difference between the fit of the constrained and

unconstrained models, then the factor loadings may

as well be equal across the groups. This would allow

us to conclude that the model has the same function,

that it explains covariance structure in the same way

across groups.

The all-pairs multi-group comparison was

carried out with no covariates, and then repeated

with the covariates age and social class added

separately to the model with direct influence on the

observed scores to adjust for differences between

groups in mean age and social class structure

(Lubke et al., 2003). Marginal comparisons were

also carried out to assess factorial invariance across

cohorts averaged across sex, and across sex averaged

across cohorts. Finally, the all-pairs comparisons

were repeated with equality constraints between

individual factor loadings one at a time, to assess

which of the HADS items contributes the most to

differences between the cohorts.

We assessed the goodness of fit of the models

by means of the root mean squared error of

approximation (RMSEA), the Comparative Fit

Index (CFI), and Bayesian Information Criteria

(BIC). A RMSEA less than 0.05 provides a good

fit to the data, while values greater than 0.1 suggest

the model fit is unsatisfactory (Browne and Cudeck,

1993). A CFI greater than 0.90 indicates a good fit

to the data (Muthén and Muthén, 2007). Bayesian

Information Criteria can be used to compare

models; given any two estimated models, the model

with the lower value BIC is the one to be preferred

(Schwarz, 1978).

Results

Table 1 shows the mean age of the participants

in the four cohorts, the proportion that came

from non-manual social classes, and mean scores

on the HADS anxiety and depression subscales

according to sex. The cohorts differed significantly

in mean age. Whereas the social class structure of

the two Hertfordshire cohorts and the Caerphilly

Prospective Study was similar, the Lothian Birth

Cohort had a larger proportion in non-manual

classes. In each cohort, apart from the male-only

Caerphilly Study, women had higher mean anxiety

scores than men. Effect sizes for this difference

between the sexes in each cohort were medium

in size: Cohen’s d = 0.29 in the Hertfordshire

Ageing Study and the Lothian Birth Cohort and

0.33 in the Hertfordshire Cohort Study. Depression

scores differed little between the sexes. In the three

cohorts whose participants varied in age, there was

no relation between anxiety scores and age, but

increasing age was associated with slightly higher

depression scores: Caerphilly Prospective Study r =

0.10, p = 0.002, Hertfordshire Ageing Study r =

0.15, p = 0.003, and Hertfordshire Cohort Study

r = 0.04, p = 0.044.

Exploratory factor analysis

In principal components analyses of the HADS

items in men and women from each cohort

separately, examination of the scree slopes clearly

suggested that two factors were present in each

group. In men, the first two unrotated components

together accounted for 36.4% of the total variance

among the 14 items in the Lothian Birth Cohort,

42.6% in the Hertfordshire Ageing Study, 42.0%

in the Hertfordshire Cohort Study and 48.9% in

Caerphilly. In women, the equivalent figures were

40.3% in the Lothian Birth Cohort, 47.0% in
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the Hertfordshire Ageing Study, and 43.5% in the

Hertfordshire Cohort Study.

Tables 2 and 3 show, for women and men

respectively by cohort, the loadings of each item

on the first unrotated principal component and the

loadings on the two factors after rotation. In both

sexes and in each cohort, the nominal anxiety items

tended to have a high loading on the first rotated

factor, while the nominal depression items loaded

more strongly on the second rotated factor. The

anxiety item “I can sit at ease and feel relaxed”

was the only item that diverged from this pattern:

in most of the groups, with the exception of men

from the Hertfordshire Ageing Study, it loaded on

both the anxiety and depression factors and the size

of the loadings was modest. In general, however,

there was substantial homogeneity of the factor

solution between groups with coefficients of

congruence ranging between 0.85 and 0.99. There

was also considerable similarity between samples as

regards the internal consistency of the HADS as

indicated by Cronbach’s α. In the Lothian Birth Co-

hort, Cronbach’s α for the “depression” factor was

0.53 in men and 0.67 in women, but all other values

of Cronbach’s α ranged between 0.71 and 0.88.

Confirmatory factor analysis

First, we aimed to examine how well Dunbar’s

three-factor model fitted the data from each of the

seven samples. However, it was not possible to fit

this model to one of the samples – the Lothian

Birth Cohort men – in which the program reported a

non-positive-definite factor covariance matrix. The

covariance matrix also collapsed during attempts to

compare the factorial invariance of the three-factor

model between the samples. This was attributed to

the very high correlation between the “anxiety” and

“negative affectivity” factors in this model. Table 4

shows the correlation coefficients between the three

factors and the fit statistics for this model in each

of the seven samples. The correlation coefficients

between the supposedly distinct “anxiety” and

“negative affectivity” factors in the seven samples

ranged from 0.82 to 0.96. We concluded that

such high correlations indicate that the two latent

constructs are as identical as makes no difference

psychologically, especially in the situation where

each has few indicators. Fit statistics for the three-

factor model for the Lothian Birth Cohort men

need to be viewed with caution because the factor

covariance matrix collapsed when the model was

fitted to these data, but for five of the remaining

six samples values for RMSEA were ≤ 0.5 and for

CFI >0.9 suggesting that the three factor model

was a good fit – at least statistically – to these data.

RMSEA was <0.08 in the case of the Hertfordshire
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Hertfordshire Cohort Study (HCS), and the Lothian Birth Cohort 1921 Study (LBC)

F I R S T U N ROTAT E D O B L I M I N ROTAT I O N

P R I N C I PA L

COMPONENT ‘ANXIETY ’ ‘DEPRESSION ’

HADS ITEMS ( ITEM NUMBER) HAS HCS LBC HAS HCS LBC HAS HCS LBC

..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

I feel tense or wound up (1) 0.74 0.70 0.63 0.68 0.56 0.61 0.15 0.25 0.15

I get a sort of frightened feeling as if something awful is about to happen (3) 0.63 0.62 0.63 0.77 0.71 0.76 −0.10 −0.01 −0.02

Worrying thoughts go through my mind (5) 0.74 0.66 0.70 0.65 0.68 0.67 0.19 0.06 0.16

I can sit at ease and feel relaxed (7) 0.66 0.64 0.45 0.32 0.48 0.20 0.48 0.26 0.38

I get a sort of frightened feeling like ‘butterflies’ in the stomach (9) 0.64 0.55 0.53 0.84 0.78 0.74 −0.18 −0.18 −0.14

I feel restless as if I have to be on the move (11) 0.52 0.51 0.40 0.50 0.55 0.48 0.08 0.02 −0.02

I get sudden feelings of panic (13) 0.76 0.68 0.67 0.86 0.78 0.80 −0.05 −0.01 −0.02

I still enjoy the things I used to enjoy (2) 0.52 0.56 0.42 −0.09 −0.08 0.07 0.82 0.76 0.48

I can laugh and see the funny side of things (4) 0.61 0.52 0.46 0.36 0.04 −0.15 0.37 0.58 0.78

I feel cheerful (6) 0.63 0.62 0.37 0.60 0.18 −0.08 0.10 0.56 0.59

I feel as if I am slowed down (8) 0.51 0.55 0.43 0.09 0.07 0.04 0.57 0.59 0.53

I have lost interest in my appearance (10) 0.47 0.42 0.57 0.01 −0.07 −0.01 0.62 0.57 0.77

I look forward with enjoyment to things (12) 0.46 0.61 0.59 −0.14 −0.01 0.25 0.79 0.75 0.51

I can enjoy a good book or radio or TV programme (14) 0.29 0.39 0.18 0.08 0.23 −0.02 0.28 0.22 0.26

Cronbach’s α 0.85 0.84 0.78 0.84 0.80 0.76 0.71 0.72 0.67

Coefficients of congruence

HAS – – –

HCS 0.99 – 0.99 – 0.95 –

LBC21 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.86 0.96
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Table 3. Principal components analysis followed by oblimin rotation of the HADS scale in men from the Caerphilly Prospective Study (CaPS), Hertfordshire
Ageing Study (HAS), the Hertfordshire Cohort Study (HCS), and the Lothian Birth Cohort 1921 Study (LBC)

F I R S T U N ROTAT E D O B L I M I N ROTAT I O N

P R I N C I PA L

COMPONENT ‘ANXIETY ’ ‘DEPRESSION ’

HADS ITEMS ( ITEM NUMBER) CAPS HAS HCS LBC CAPS HAS HCS LBC CAPS HAS HCS LBC

........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

I feel tense or wound up (1) 0.76 0.58 0.68 0.58 0.70 0.76 −0.52 0.63 0.15 −0.08 0.28 0.03

I get a sort of frightened feeling as if something awful is about to happen (3) 0.70 0.63 0.59 0.58 0.74 0.68 −0.68 0.77 0.03 0.07 0.01 −0.15

Worrying thoughts go through my mind (5) 0.65 0.68 0.68 0.65 0.67 0.62 −0.61 0.49 0.05 0.16 0.18 0.28

I can sit at ease and feel relaxed (7) 0.68 0.58 0.60 0.56 0.32 0.68 −0.44 0.31 0.46 0.01 0.26 0.38

I get a sort of frightened feeling like ‘butterflies’ in the stomach (9) 0.63 0.64 0.59 0.63 0.80 0.61 −0.73 0.80 −0.12 0.14 −0.04 −0.13

I feel restless as if I have to be on the move (11) 0.68 0.20 0.35 0.42 0.63 0.29 −0.55 0.29 0.13 −0.05 −0.14 0.22

I get sudden feelings of panic (13) 0.73 0.60 0.67 0.72 0.86 0.66 −0.75 0.82 −0.06 0.05 0.04 −0.02

I still enjoy the things I used to enjoy (2) 0.60 0.58 0.57 0.39 −0.07 −0.12 0.12 0.24 0.78 0.80 0.78 0.24

I can laugh and see the funny side of things (4) 0.55 0.52 0.57 0.38 0.13 0.09 −0.02 −0.15 0.51 0.52 0.65 0.69

I feel cheerful (6) 0.70 0.61 0.61 0.34 0.25 0.10 −0.01 0.10 0.55 0.62 0.69 0.34

I feel as if I am slowed down (8) 0.57 0.54 0.60 0.41 0.25 −0.03 −0.11 −0.12 0.46 0.66 0.59 0.69

I have lost interest in my appearance (10) 0.41 0.52 0.37 0.56 0.01 −0.03 −0.01 0.10 0.47 0.64 0.42 0.64

I look forward with enjoyment to things (12) 0.63 0.66 0.63 0.41 −0.06 0.02 0.01 −0.02 0.80 0.76 0.74 0.57

I can enjoy a good book or radio or TV programme (14) 0.45 0.44 0.34 0.25 −0.09 0.19 −0.18 0.16 0.63 0.33 0.22 0.15

Cronbach’s α 0.88 0.82 0.82 0.76 0.85 0.74 0.76 0.73 0.75 0.76 0.71 0.53

Coefficients of congruence

CaPS – – –

HAS 0.98 – 0.95 – 0.97 –

HCS 0.99 0.99 – 0.99 0.96 – 0.96 0.98

LBC21 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.96 0.98 0.85 0.91 0.90
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Table 4. Correlations between component factors and fit statistics for the three-factor and two-factor models in
men and women from each cohort

LBC LBC HCS HCS HAS HAS CAPS

WOMEN M EN WOMEN M EN WOMEN M EN MEN

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Three-factor model

Correlations:

“Anxiety” and “negative affectivity” 0.841 0.962 0.849 0.839 0.816 0.856 0.874

“Depression” and “anxiety” 0.348 0.376 0.562 0.599 0.543 0.613 0.654

“Depression” and “negative affectivity” 0.488 0.762 0.716 0.735 0.66 0.568 0.747

Fit statistics:

χ
2 102.352 116.782 342.4 254.373 137.98 97.25 238.783

RMSEA 0.037 0.052 0.05 0.039 0.079 0.041 0.047

BIC 5674.712 4506.198 27799.62 30221.9 2810.739 3975.551 17899.72

CFI 0.957 0.908 0.941 0.958 0.885 0.955 0.957

Two-factor model

Correlations:

“Depression” and “anxiety” 0.419 0.468 0.654 0.686 0.636 0.625 0.731

Fit statistics:

χ
2 115.632 134 429.58 337.28 154.434 101.829 297.094

RMSEA 0.042 0.059 0.056 0.046 0.086 0.043 0.054

BIC 5677.524 4513.96 27879.89 30299.8 2818.055 3970.846 17958.25

CFI 0.941 0.876 0.922 0.94 0.859 0.951 0.942

RMSEA = root mean squared error of approximation; BIC = Bayesian Information Criteria; CFI = Comparative Fit Index

CaPS = Caerphilly Prospective Study; HAS = Hertfordshire Ageing Study; HCS = Hertfordshire Cohort Study; LBC = Lothian Birth

Cohort 1921 Study

Ageing Study women, indicating an acceptable fit

to these data.

There are always possible alternative models

that may be applied to data in structural

equation modeling. Here, an obvious alternative –

as intended by the HADS’s authors and suggested

clearly by principal components analysis – is

a two-factor model. We therefore examined

the fit of the two-factor model, on the basis

of these considerations and the fact that two

such highly-correlated latent traits did not seem

separable as psychological constructs. Table 4

shows the correlations between the “anxiety” and

“depression” factors and the fit statistics for each

sample. Comparison of the correlations shows a

considerable similarity between men and women

within cohorts, and a slightly greater variation

between cohorts, with correlation coefficients

ranging from 0.42 (Lothian Birth Cohort women)

to 0.73 (Caerphilly men). Values of RMSEA were

<0.05 for four samples and between 0.05 and 0.086

for the remaining three, indicating that the model

was a good or acceptable fit respectively to these

data. CFI was >0.9 for five of the samples, again

suggesting good fit to these data.

We carried out a χ
2 difference test comparing

the two-factor and the three-factor models for

each of the seven samples. With the exception of

the Hertfordshire Ageing Study men, there were

significant differences in the fit of these models in

all the samples, though the test for Lothian Birth

Cohort men is suspect since the three-factor model

results in covariance matrix collapse. When sample

sizes are large, as here, minor variations in fit can

easily produce a statistically significant χ
2 statistic.

Although the other goodness-of-fit measures (BIC,

RMSEA, CFI) show that the three-factor model is

generally a better fit, comparison of these measures

for each model suggests that the difference in fit

between the models is small.

Next we examined the similarity of the cov-

ariance structure of the item correlations between

the groups using multi-sample confirmatory factor

analysis for the two-factor model. Figure 1 is a

scatterplot matrix, which we use as a summary

to compare the factor loadings for the two-factor

model across the seven samples. It is evident that

in general, there is a greater similarity of factor

loadings within cohorts (between the sexes), than

between the cohorts. Table 5 shows the detailed

results of the all-pairs multi-group comparison. The

similarity of the covariance matrices between each

pair of data sets is indicated by the size of the

χ
2 difference (∆ χ

2). Factorial invariance across

a given pair of groups is indicated by a low non-

significant χ
2 difference (shown in bold in Table 5).

Significance should not be taken as critical since

the large sample size makes the test over-powered.

However, the relative size of the χ
2 difference is

informative. Comparisons made of men and women
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Figure 1. Scatterplot matrix showing comparisons of factor loadings for the two-factor model across the seven samples. Each panel

shows the loadings for one sample plotted against the corresponding loadings from another sample. The points lie on a diagonal line if

corresponding loadings are equal.

within cohort were all non-significant, indicating

that the sizes of the respective item loadings on the

two factors were effectively identical. Comparisons

made across cohorts tended to have larger values

for ∆ χ
2, indicating that in general there was less

similarity of factor loadings between cohorts, but

there were exceptions to this, particularly in the

case of the two Hertfordshire cohorts where the

covariance matrices were very similar, especially

among participants of the same sex.

We examined whether, among the samples as a

whole, there was greater similarity in factor loadings

between the sexes, averaged across cohorts, than

there was between cohorts, averaged across the

sexes. The χ
2 difference between models with

and without equality constraints on corresponding

factor loadings showed that there was a significant

difference in factor loadings between men and

women averaged across cohorts, and between

cohorts averaged across men and women. However,

the size of this difference was less between the sexes

than it was between the cohorts: ∆ χ
2 was 43.78 for

the effect of sex and 237.65 for the effect of cohort.

As noted above, there were some demographic

differences between the cohorts. All pairs of cohorts

differed in mean age, and the Lothian Birth Cohort

differed from the other three cohorts in social class

structure. Controlling for mean age in the model

resulted in negligible change to the χ
2 difference

between constrained and unconstrained models.

Controlling for differences in class structure

produced a reduction in χ
2 differences, compared

with the corresponding unadjusted models, but only

for comparisons that included the Lothian Birth

Cohort (supplementary data, not shown). Thus

adjusting for the effect of social class reduced the

χ
2 difference between cohorts that have a different

class structure by between 1.4% and 7.4%, but did
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Table 5. All-pairs multi-group confirmatory factor analysis

CONSTRAINED MODEL UNCONSTRAINED MODEL

C O M PA R I S O N χ
2

R M S E A BI C χ
2

R M S E A BI C ∆χ
2 a

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Within cohort across sex

LBC women vs LBC men 242.57 0.046 8604 234.16 0.049 8675 8.42

HCS women vs HCS men 743.1 0.049 53534 717.2 0.051 53610 25.9

HAS women vs HAS men 260.49 0.06 6335 239.82 0.061 6391 20.67

Across cohort within sex

LBC women vs HCS women 615.66 0.057 30870 525.77 0.055 30870 89.9

LBC women vs HAS women 304.31 0.066 7350 262.04 0.061 7385 42.26

HCS women vs HAS women 567.87 0.057 28555 550.29 0.059 28634 17.57

LBC men vs HCS men 485.82 0.048 31432 442.79 0.048 31481 43.04

LBC men vs HAS men 248.28 0.052 7642 213.08 0.046 7683 35.2

LBC men vs CaPS men 412.37 0.058 16098 357.37 0.055 16126 55

HCS men vs HAS men 437.34 0.044 31373 420.68 0.046 31457 16.67

HCS men vs CaPS men 612.75 0.05 39812 554.28 0.049 39849 58.47

HAS men vs CaPS men 368.84 0.053 16043 337.1 0.052 16102 31.74

Across cohort across sex

LBC women vs HCS men 540.38 0.051 32441 447.57 0.047 32438 92.82

LBC women vs HAS men 287.05 0.057 8643 214.93 0.043 8650 72.12

LBC women vs CaPS men 461.31 0.061 17105 360.99 0.054 17085 100.32

LBC men vs HCS women 559.41 0.055 29861 519.91 0.055 29914 39.5

LBC men vs HAS women 286.32 0.068 6368 259.51 0.067 6416 26.81

HCS women vs HAS men 517.99 0.052 29811 496.09 0.053 29889 21.9

HCS women vs CaPS men 695.56 0.055 38252 629.27 0.055 38283 66.29

HCS men vs HAS women 496.92 0.05 30131 471.83 0.051 30202 25.09

HAS women vs CaPS men 401.7 0.059 14772 384.97 0.061 14844 16.73

a The ∆ is the difference in χ
2of the constrained (df = 163) minus the unconstrained (df = 150) model. Bold ∆ χ

2 are non-significant

(df = 13, p>0.01), indicating broadly that the parameter weights (factor loadings) are similar in the groups being compared.

RMSEA = root mean squared error of approximation; BIC = Bayesian Information Criteria; CFI = Comparative Fit Index

CaPS = Caerphilly Prospective Study; HAS = Hertfordshire Ageing Study; HCS = Hertfordshire Cohort Study; LBC = Lothian Birth

Cohort 1921 Study

not reduce the difference between cohorts that are

similar in social class.

Finally, we explored whether individual items in

the HADS contributed to lack of factorial invariance

between samples, by setting the equality constraints

between corresponding factor loadings one at a

time. We adjusted for social class in these models.

In comparisons between the Lothian Birth Cohort

and each of the other three cohorts, responses to

items number 4 and 10, “I can laugh and see

the funny side of things” and “I have lost interest

in my appearance”, were the main contributors

to the difference in factor loadings between the

LBC and other cohorts but, apart from this,

individual items in the HADS contributed little

to differences in the measurement model between

samples (supplementary data, not shown).

Discussion

We examined the dimensional structure and

factorial invariance of the HADS in four

cohorts of community-based, healthy older people.

Principal components analysis with oblimin rotation

supported the bi-dimensional structure of the scale

in men and women in each cohort, and coefficients

of congruence suggested considerable similarity

of the two factors both within cohorts (by sex)

and between cohorts. We attempted to examine

whether Dunbar’s three-factor model fitted each

of our seven samples, but there were very high

correlations between the “anxiety” and “negative

affectivity” subscales in all samples, and the factor

covariance matrix collapsed owing to this in one

sample. Using a two-factor model, multi-group

confirmatory factor analyses showed that factorial

invariance was greatest between men and women

in the same cohort. There was more variation in

factor loadings between cohorts, particularly when

comparing those from different parts of the U.K.

Differences in social class distribution accounted

for a small part of this variation.

Our findings of a consistent bi-dimensional

structure to the HADS in data from community-

based men and women in four cohorts is in keeping
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with the results of the majority of factor analytic

studies into the structure of this scale, primarily

carried out in clinical samples (Herrmann, 1997;

Bjelland et al., 2002). However, several investigators

have found evidence of two separate anxiety

subscales, in addition to a “depression” factor, in

both clinical and non-clinical samples. A three-

factor model (“anxiety”, “negative affectivity” and

“depression”) provided a good fit to data from

three age cohorts in the West of Scotland Twenty-

07 study (Dunbar et al., 2000). Exploratory factor

analysis of data from a group of outpatients being

treated for major depression also produced a three-

factor model, similar to that of Dunbar, where

the anxiety items were split into “psychic anxiety”

and “psychomotor agitation” (Friedman et al.,

2001). Caci et al., were unable to fit Dunbar’s

model to HADS data from French students, but

they too reported that the anxiety items had

two components, “anxiety” and “restlessness”(Caci

et al., 2003). Two large studies, one in older veterans

with amputations (Desmond and MacLachlan,

2005), the other in people with chronic fatigue

syndrome and a healthy control group (McCue

et al., 2006), both found support for Dunbar’s three-

factor model of the HADS. Further indications that

there might be three factors in the HADS comes

from a study of coronary heart disease patients

in Germany, Hong Kong and the U.K., where

the three-factor models reported by Dunbar and

Friedman provided the best fits (Martin et al.,

2008).

However, it is worth noting that in most of the

studies that found evidence of three factors in the

HADS, the two factors derived from the anxiety

items were very highly correlated: correlation

coefficients ranged from 0.85 to 0.95 (Dunbar et al.,

2000; Desmond and MacLachlan, 2005; McCue

et al., 2006; Martin et al., 2008). In the present

study too, we found that these anxiety subscales

were highly correlated, so much so in one sample

that the factor covariance matrix collapsed. While

these two factors might have been differentiable

statistically in previous studies, the strength of the

correlations between them raises questions about

their clinical usefulness as separate constructs, and

indeed their psychological credibility as separate

constructs especially when they are based on very

few indicator variables. It is significant that in most

of these studies a two-factor model also met criteria

for good or acceptable fit, and fitted almost as well

as the three-factor model.

Although we found a consistent two-dimensional

structure to the HADS in all four cohorts, and

in both sexes, factorial equivalence was greatest

within cohorts (between men and women) than

between them. A previous study of the structure

of the HADS found that relative loadings of

symptoms on factors are not identical in people

from different countries (Martin et al., 2008).

There is some evidence that factor structure varies

between different age groups (Dunbar et al., 2000),

though this is not a consistent finding. In a large

Norwegian general population sample aged 20–89

years there were no differences in factor structure

between age groups (Mykletun et al., 2001), though

increasing age was associated with higher HADS

depression scores (Stordal et al., 2001). Within the

comparatively narrow age range of our participants

(65–80 years), we found that depression scores

tended to be higher with increasing age, but

there was no evidence that age was an important

determinant of variation in factor loadings between

cohorts, although social class distribution played

some role. The higher proportion of men and

women from non-manual social classes in the

Lothian Birth Cohort compared to each of the

other three cohorts appeared to explain a small

part of the difference in factor loadings between

the Lothian Birth Cohort and these other cohorts.

There was also evidence that two of the individual

items in the HADS – “I can laugh and see the

funny side of things” and “I have lost interest in my

appearance”– contributed to the difference in factor

loadings between this cohort and the other three.

One explanation for the variation between

cohorts in factor loadings might be sociocultural or

geographic differences in the way that the anxiety

and depression symptoms described by the HADS

items are associated. Comparisons between cohorts

showed that factor loadings tended to differ far

more between cohorts from different parts of the

U.K. (Scotland, Wales and England), than they

did between the two English cohorts, both of

whose participants were born and continue to

live in Hertfordshire. Differences in the way the

HADS was administered in each cohort may also

contribute to factorial invariance. Although all

cohorts provided participants with the instructions

devised by the scale’s authors, those in the Lothian

Birth Cohort were unique in that the instructions

were always read out to them, with emphasis on

the period during which the moods should be

evaluated. This may have encouraged them to focus

more intently on recent feelings when completing

the HADS than participants in other cohorts who

read the instructions themselves. More emphasis

on recent feelings would focus on the relatively

transient states – as opposed to longer-lasting trait-

like tendencies toward certain mood states –and

could account for the lower Cronbach α values in

the Lothian Birth Cohort.

In this study, we found consistent evidence for

a bi-dimensional structure to the HADS in seven
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samples of older men and women from four U.K.

cohorts. This confirms that scoring the measure

as two subscales of anxiety and depression is

appropriate in non-clinical populations of this age.

While the structure of the scale was the same across

samples, its measurement characteristics were not

identical between cohorts, particularly those from

different parts of the U.K. and/or in cohorts where

there were different methods of administering the

questionnaire.
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